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These days, the gaming and NFT crypto
businesses are on the rise. Every day, new
gaming tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
are created. The gaming and NFT crypto
industries will be disrupted by $PLEB.
Several NFT gaming cryptocurrencies already
exist in the crypto market, but $PLEB was
created to compete with multi-billion dollar
market cap NFT gaming cryptocurrencies like
Axie Infinity and Gala Games. The metaverse has
evolved into a very real phenomenon, with a
slew of thriving platforms boasting everincreasing crypto integrations.
Traders will be able to buy and sell $PLEB to speculate on the project's future value and
growth. A metaverse is a shared, immersive virtual world where participants, usually
represented by avatars, can interact with one another, create in-world objects and
landscapes, and generate experiences.
Plebe Gaming $PLEB is an NFT Blockchain & Metaverse Gaming Token that aims to build a
name for itself in the gaming and NFT crypto worlds by offering greater value to its
consumers.

With the inclusion of Crypto, gaming, and NFTs,
the digital world has been growing at a much
faster rate. In addition, gaming-related tokens
provide a variety of benefits to their users in
various ways. $PLEB is here to provide gamers
with a next-level NFT gaming experience. Not
only that, but you won't waste time playing
pointless games. Plebe Gaming is a concept that
aims to reward users with crypto tokens. Isn't
that appealing?
Plebe Gaming is developing a gaming
suite for Crypto Degens, Play 2 Earn
aficionados, Gamers, and the entire crypto
community. This collection of games
includes the release of Crypto Plebes
Sandbox, Crypto Plebe Casino, and a roleplaying game called Crypto Plebes a
competitor to Axie Infinity, and many
others.

Plebe Sandbox Game where plebes and partnering communities can; Interact with one
another. Earn tokens by completing exciting missions and quest. Defeat monsters in Epic
Battles. Participate in Giveaways. Purchase awesome Plebe Avatars and Items that can be
used through out the game.

Plebe Casino where players can join the party and bet against the House to win big ! This
fun and exciting Game will include all your favourite games that can be found in a Casino
like Roulette, Black Jack, Poker and Slot Machines.

Until the complete launch of our 1000 Crypto Plebe NFTs our primary focus is securing
partnerships. Partnerships are the foundation of Plebe Gaming as it allows us to build a
strong network of partners that support one another. To date we have partnered with
Glitch, Depo, Bancor and Gpool all of which have a strong community and have been eager
to join Plebe Gaming in the Gaming Metaverse.
It is our goal to continue to grow and help each one of our partners get into our Plebe
Games. How we achieve this is by building community buildings where players can hang
out, interact with their community and create fun to play quests and activities to give our
partners the opportunity to engage with their community. This also gives our partners a
social gaming presence where users who play our games will have exposure to all our
partners crypto communities.

Name:

Plebe Gaming

Token Symbol:

$PLEB

Max supply:

100,000,000

Network:

BSC

Contract Address:

0x09521ab68230a28a0e6814a35cb3fc2f7fa11e00

We will be buying back tokens periodically using funds from our sales
in royalties of Crypto Plebes NFTs, Partnerships and In Game
Advertising Revenue. $PLEB Tokens will then be used to fund our play
to earn games to reward players for completing objectives, questing,
and participating in giveaways. By doing this we will be creating a
strong demand for $PLEB tokens while also supporting our loyal
players and encouraging a healthy play to earn ecosystem.

Crypto Plebe Giveaways with each New Partnership made and
25%

Twitter Celebrity Plebe Raids Begin!

Crypto Plebe Holders will get a chance to be Airdropped a Rare
50%

Crypto Plebe. A total of 5 Rare Plebes will be Airdropped. We
will also Have a Meme and Invite Contest with 1 ETH Reward .
Crypto Plebe Gaming Events Where Holders will battle it out in

75%

duels and Quests within Our Game For Massive PRIZES in ETH
and NFTs.
Merch Giveaways, Road map 2.0 Release, and 5 ETH in airdrops
100%

sent to Crypto Plebe Holders (Community to decide how this is
divided up) .

PHASE I
Token creation
Logo Creation
Website launch
Whitepaper launch
Presale Launch

PHASE 2
IDO Listing with GPool
3 Major Partnerships Revealed
Crypto Plebes and Plebe Gaming News article
publications by Major Crypto News Channels
Sneak Peak of The Sandbox Glitch Clubhouse
& Plebe Quests
AMAs with partners GPool, Glitch and our
latest Partners
IDO AMA with the Gpool community and Plebe
Gaming Creator
Twitter and YouTube marketing push
PancakeSwap launch

PHASE 3
CoinMarketCap Listing
CoinGecko Listing
Collaboration with influencers
Community awareness of project
GPool staking
More Exchange listings
Sneak Peak of The Plebe Gaming Casino
Merch Shop Opening

PHASE 4
The Sandbox Crypto Plebe Game Launch
(Pending Release of the Sandbox)
Continued onboarding of NEW crypto
related partners and their communities to
our games
Crypto Plebes COMICS
Collaboration with NFT and gaming projects

PHASE 5
In game item airdrops to token holders and
Plebe NFT holders
Reveal of the Crypto Plebe Play 2 Earn
Game
Regular Token Buybacks
OpenSea Collection Tick

PHASE 6
Crypto Plebe Play 2 Earn Game Launch
Continued Twitter and Youtube marketing
and major push to take marketshare and
compete with Axie Infinity and Gala Games
Profit and Fee Distribution
Kucoin / Coinbase / Crypto.com Exchange
Listing
Sub-projects launch and airdrops

NOTE:
This road-map can be updated with new events and still under development, the
team is always looking for benefits and new utilities for Plebe Gaming Token
Holders.

https://twitter.com/CryptoPlebes
https://t.me/Plebegamingchat
https://discord.com/invite/TMSeJMtkmS
https://opensea.io/collection/crypto-plebes

